The QCD matter at finite values of temperature T and quark chemical potential µ is a problem both for theoretical physics and experimental research: 
QCD phase diagram studies
Consider that the well-known AdS/CFT correspondence between a string theory on A S 5 × S 5 and SYM theory on ∂A S 5 can be viewed as a general correspondence between weakly coupled theories & strongly coupled theories ⇒ a way to find a holographical dual to QCD in large N limit Thus appeared the AdS/QCD correspondence, which proved to be a fruitful way to study QCD phenomena. In particular, the bottom-up arrroach allows to incorporate the phenomenological features of real QCD. Methods and properties of the AdS/QCD correspondence:
with = 1 and ∆ = 3 corresponds to A µ ( ) with 2 5 = 0 • source φ ( ) of an operator ⇔ value of the 5D field on the boundary φ( ) • the generating functional of the connected correlators in the 4D theory and the effective action of the 5D theory are equivalent: 
The AdS/QCD correspondence
We assume that the thermodynamics is governed by the gravitational part of the action, which scales as N 2 (while the mesonic part ∼ N ). In the SW model the gravitational part of the 5D action is:
where the dilaton profile Φ( ) = 2 (Φ( ) is assumed not to affect the gravitational dynamics of the theory),
-the scalar curvature. The on-shell gravitational action is the same (
(2) metric of AdS with a black hole:
and L denotes the AdS radius.
The Hawking temperature is related to the black hole horizon via the relation T = 1/(π ). The free action densities V identified with the regularized action S SW | − are:
The two geometries are compared at a radius = where the periodicity in the time direction is locally the same ⇒ β = π ( ). The order parameter in the phase transition is defined by ∆V :
The procedure for GSW is the same, the resulting expression being more complicated with the Tricomi functions. 
Phase diagram endpoints: expectations
Consider an idea from SUSY quantum mechanics ⇒ a family of strictly isospectral potentials associated with a given potential for Schrödinger-type equations. The family members are distinguished through a parameter λ, with λ = ∞ corresponding to the original spectrum. We can use this to modify the dilaton profile Φ( ), thus constructing new models while keeping the spectrum fixed. These modifications affect the critical temperature greatly in AdS/QCD models for vector mesons. For instance, for the "universal" slope fit: T changes from 263 MeV at λ = ∞ to 195
MeV at λ = 1 and 154 MeV at λ = 0 01. The general tendency: as λ decreases T decreases also.
Isospectral models
Consid er an action for the scalar fields in this framew ork. This model could be treated as a hologr aphic descrip tion of the scalar glueba lls.
Interes tingly, for the whole isospe ctral family we'll get approx imately the same T then. For examp le, take the lattice scalar glueba ll spectru m M This work is devoted to the determination of properties of some AdS/QCD models on the (T µ B ) plane within the bottom-up holographic approach.
H We have analysed SW and GSW model for the value of T . We wish to emphasize that from the point of view of the AdS/QCD ideology the predicted T must refer to the deconfinement phase transition in the pure gluodynamics (∼ 250 MeV). The best prediction comes from the most general "universal" slope fit;
H In GSW the curve of phase transition becomes ambiguous mostly because of lack of sufficient amount of reliable experimental data on the radially excited light mesons. The use of well established states gives the phase structure similar to the experimental and lattice (with dynamical quarks) results. Work in progress: isospectral AdS/QCD models.
Would they just help to better adjust to phenomenology or give deeper insightÑŃ?
Conclusions

